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NEWS 

Roy Cooper's campaign spent more than $15000 on UNC tickets in his first year as governor 
Charlotte Observer 

Usually money is green, but a lot of Roy Cooper's campaign cash has turned to Carolina blue. After the Democratic governor 

won election in 2016, his campaign continued spending big bucks throughout 2017 - including more than $15,000 on tickets 

to events at UNC-Chapel Hill. Cooper, who went to ... 
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In power struggle with GOP lawmakers, Cooper wins election board revamp lawsuit 
Charlotte Observer 

For the second time since Democratic Gov. Roy Cooper took office, the state Supreme Court issued a ruling striking down 

an attempt by the Republican-led General Assembly to revamp the state elections board. In a 4-3 ruling that breaks down 

along the court's partisan lines, the justices found that a law ... 

Supreme Court rules GOP lawmakers grabbed governor powers on elections - WITN 

Supreme Court sides with Cooper in fight over NC elections board -WRAL.com 

Court: Lawmakers grabbed NC governor's powers on elections - Seattle Times 
Full Coverage 
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Court rules GOP lawmakers grabbed Cooper's powers on elections 
WTVD-TV 

North Carolina's highest court stepped in Friday to limit the Republican-dominated legislature's efforts to minimize Democratic 

Gov. Roy Cooper's ability to pursue his goals, declaring unconstitutional a law devising a state elections board that hinted at 

deadlock. Stay on top of breaking news stories with ... 
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North Carolina court says GOP-backed law grabbed power from Democratic governor 
Los Angeles Times 

Roy Cooper, in file photograph, challenged a Republican-backed law that changed how elections are organized and 

managed in the state. (Alan Campbell /AP)... Roy Cooper's ability to pursue his goals, declaring unconstitutional a law 

devising a state elections board that hinted at deadlock. The state ... 

North Carolina Supreme Court Strikes Down GOP Attempt to Control Elections Board - Slate Magazine 



State Supreme Court strikes down North Carolina elections board law - Charlotte Post 
Full Coverage 
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Likely gubernatorial candidate Forest touts fundraising 
WRAL.com 

Roy Cooper. He's built a statewide network of supporters and has been a voice for social conservatives in support for the 

state's previous "bathroom bill" and school choice options. Forest's campaign committee reported raising $631,500 last year. 

And the Republican Council of State Committee, a newly ... 

Likely gubernatorial candidate Forest touts fundraising - Seattle Times 

Likely gubernatorial candidate Forest touts fundraising - Durham Herald Sun 
Full Coverage 
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NC approves Atlantic Coast Pipeline permit through 8 counties 
Charlotte Observer 

Roy Cooper said the energy future points towards renewables such as solar and wind power, but natural gas will be needed 

as a bridge fuel until the renewable future arrives. The governor announced that Dominion Power and Duke Energy will put 

$57.8 million into a fund to be used for environmental ... 

NC approves gas pipeline permit; allots $58M for fixes - Durham Herald Sun 

State approves gas pipeline - Rocky Mount Telegram 

ACP wins key state approval - The Robesonian 
Full Coverage 
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Lawmakers nearing agreement on class size fix 
WRAL.com 

Roy Cooper. Sen. Mike Woodard, D-Durham, said he hears every day from teachers and parents 

who want a fix sooner rather than later. "This is really putting a lot of pressure on our local school 

boards and on our county commissioners," Woodard said. "They need to plan ahead. They just can't 

make ... 
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Boswell Sued by Kitty Hawk Resident 
Island Free Press 

The local ban on plastic bags was officially repealed on Oct. 4 when the North Carolina General Assembly overrode Governor 

Roy Cooper's veto of a bill that included the repeal. Despite vocal opposition from Dare County, its municipalities and the 

Outer Banks Chamber of Commerce, Boswell and State ... 
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WUNCPolitics Podcast: A Conversation With Journalist Andrew Dunn 
WUNC 

On the latest episode of the WUNCPolitics Podcast, Gary Robertson sits down to discuss a tumultuous year in North Carolina 

politics. The Associated Press statehouse reporter shares details from recent conversations with Governor Roy Cooper and 

Senate Leader Phil Berger, weighs in on "the story of... 
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Democrats should pledge to end gerrymandering 
News & Observer 

Since Gov. Roy Cooper is a Democrat, as most North Carolina governors have been, some Republican lawmakers are 

scoffing at the idea. The Republican skepticism is understandable. Any commission that includes a partisan advantage 

defeats the purpose of such a commission. The key is to create a ... 
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